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Femtosecond Lasers
Ryan Doan

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles

Abstract: One of the femtosecond lasers the Quantum Light Matter Co-
operative Lab (Q-LMC) at UCLA owns is the OneFive Origami-15. Al-
though I wasn’t able see it in action due to the initial remote period,
COVID-19 exposures, and scheduling conflicts, I was able to familiar-
ize myself with its setup and importance to the lab. Thus, this report
will highlight the applications for femtosecond lasers and the OneFive
Origami-15’s prospective use in structured photonics, most notably the
Universal Light Modulator (ULM).

1. INTRODUCTION
Femtosecond lasers are a type of ultra-short pulse lasers due to their
ability to emit optical pulses with a duration below 1 ps (10−12) and in
the domain of 1 fs (10−15). These significantly short pulse trains are made
possible by a technique called passive mode locking [1]. Mode-locked
lasers generate equidistant pulses, but passive mode locking is a special
method to generate ultra-short pulses, much shorter than active mode
locking. For context, the OneFive Origami-15 is a passively mode-locked
femtosecond laser that can generate ultra-short pulses with low phase
and amplitude noise.

Fig. S1. OneFive Origami-15 from UCLA’s Q-LMC Lab.

2. APPLICATIONS

A. Opthalmology
Femtosecond laser use in the opthalmology industry is on the rise due to
their ability to promote safer surgeries. These lasers are able to process
tissue and other materials within a 3-D volume without altering the
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surface [2]. Most successful in refractive and cataract surgeries, there are
two unique characteristics that femtosecond lasers provide: a nonlinear
absorption process and extremely high precision. This along with the
fact that low energy is needed for photodisruption leads to safer, more
efficient surgeries with minimal side effects.

B. Materials Processing
The materials processing industry is starting to recognize the greater
benefits of opting for lasers with shorter optical pulse duration. From
nanosecond, picosecond, and finally to femtosecond lasers, the latter pro-
vides a significant improvement in materials processing [3]. The level of
heat-affected zone reduction using femtosecond lasers outperforms other
lasers, a big factor in delicate consumer electronic parts manufacturing.
Some other high-precision requiring applications include dicing silicon
wafers with minimal collateral or thermal damage and the singulation of
high-brightness LED chips.

C. Automotive Industry
Both high stability and reliability are important in the automotive in-
dustry, which promotes the growth of femtosecond lasers [3]. Currently,
high-volume conditioning of engine parts such as pistons is an important
application of these lasers in the industry. The high precision of femtosec-
ond lasers allow very detailed surface texturing for friction reduction
and lubrication. Moving parts benefit the most from surface texturing
due to their high levels of contact. Figure S2 shows a femtosecond-laser
textured piston where surface texturing is applied to the skirt area, the
area that experiences the majority of contact.

Fig. S2. Femtosecond-laser textured piston
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3. STRUCTURED PHOTONICS

A. Background Information
The use of vortex beams are rapidly growing due to their significant
success in applications such as optical trapping, super-resolution mi-
croscopy, and additive manufacturing [4]. However these applications
still demand a high intensity ultra-short pulse exhibiting structure in
which the four dimensions of time, phase, polarization, and intensity
can be controlled and modified. To achieve this, a proposed solution
is to combine spatial light modulator (SLM) technology with coherent
beam combination using fiber arrays (FA). SLM technology provides the
ability to create laser pulses with programmable intensity, phase, and
polarization, but suffers from limitations in average and peak powers.
Coherent beam combination using FA provides significantly high av-
erage power, thus combining these two technologies will be a cutting
edge innovation that offers programmable control of light with ultrahigh
brightness. This developing technology is powered and made possible
by the use of femtosecond lasers.

B. Universal Light Modulator
The proposed solution of combining SLM and FA technology into a robust
laser architecture is referred to as the Universal Light Modulator (ULM).
The ULM provides programmable control of the polarization vector,
transverse and longitudinal intensity, and wavefront [4]. It consists of
7+1 beamlines with each beamline being split from a femtosecond front-
end laser such as the OneFive Origami-15. The additional beam from the
other seven is used as a reference beam for phase locking, while the rest
are used for the programmable control parameters such as active timing,
phase, intensity, and polarization control. Along with the programmable
control characteristics like SLM technology, the ULM introduces the
strong power of coherent beam combination using FA by making each
array contain femtosecond pulses with controlled intensity, timing, phase,
and polarization vector. The ULM opens doors for other developments
and applications such as beam shaping technologies which will provide
better understanding of relativistic and tailored laser-particle interactions.
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Fig. S3. Conceptual depictions of possible ULM beam characteristics

4. CONCLUSION
The demand for femtosecond laser use in various industries is rapidly
growing due to their high precision and ultra-short pulse duration. As
evident from the information above, these lasers expand further than
just use by scientists in a laboratory. Thus, it is very probable for the
use of femtosecond lasers to expand even further into detailed design
production, the medical field, quantum computing, and much more.
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